SmartCellar

Save

35%
plus of your main cellar chiller costs

www.beertechuk.com

SmartCellar
The Smart Cellar monitors the air temperature and controls
the main cooler, automatically switching it on and off as
required to maintain the beer in the keg temperature at 12
degrees. The resultant savings in electricity costs have been
tested and been proven to be in the region of £1,100 per year
The system saves over 30% of the main cellar cooler costs by automatically
switching off your main cellar cooler during non-trading hours. The principle
behind this is that the beer in the keg increases in temperature at a much
slower rate than the surrounding air temperature. This allows your cooler to
be switched off for extended periods of time while maintaining the correct
beer temperature Therefore, the cellar cooler can be switched off during
non-trading hours and high electricity cost hours, resulting in a saving of
around one third of electricity costs.
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For more
information call

Freephone
An app can be downloaded to allow a phone to be connected via
Bluetooth, giving exact savings figures. These figures can then be sent
to a pre-designated e-mail address for recording and checking.
Reduces noise pollution by turning off the outside condenser unit at
night
Automatically turns off cellar cooler in high cost energy periods
Easy visual LED indicators allow for quick checking of the cellar
condition and system monitoring status. If the cellar is too warm,
the control unit will show this, and then turn the cooler back on until
the desired temperature is reached.
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A door alarm can be incorporated to not only produce an audible
sound, but the system will also record and display the time the
cellar door has been left open, daily, weekly etc. The alarm delay
time is fully adjustable.
Display shows, duty cycle, hours run, door open times etc
Visual indicator to show accurate cellar temperature
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